A simple solar scaling relation for estimating the ages of main-sequence stars from asteroseismic and spectroscopic data is developed. New seismic scaling relations for estimating mass and radius are presented as well, including a purely seismic radius scaling relation (i.e., no dependence on temperature). The relations show substantial improvement over the classical scaling relations and perform similarly well to gridbased modeling.
INTRODUCTION
A solar scaling relation is a formula for estimating some unknown property of a star from observations by scaling from the known properties of the Sun. These relations have the form
where Y is some property we wish to estimate, such as the radius of the star. The quantity Y is the corresponding property of the Sun (e.g., the solar radius), the vector X contains measurable properties of the star (e.g., its effective temperature and luminosity), the vector X contains the corresponding solar properties, and P is some vector of exponents. An example scaling relation for estimating stellar radii can be derived from the Stefan-Boltzmann law as:
where R is the radius, T eff the effective temperature, and L the luminosity.
In the era of space asteroseismology, relations known as the seismic scaling relations have enjoyed wide usage. They are used to estimate the unknown masses and radii of stars by scaling asteroseismic observations with their helioseismic counterparts. These observations include the average frequency spacing between radial mode oscillations of consecutive radial order-the large frequency separation, ∆ν-and the frequency at maximum oscillation power, ν max . From these and the observed effective temperature, one can estimate the stellar mass M and radius R of a star via: where ν max, = 3090 ± 30 µHz, ∆ν = 135.1 ± 0.1 µHz (Huber et al. 2011) , and T eff, = 5772.0 ± 0.8 K (Prša et al. 2016) . These relations are useful thanks to the exquisite precision with which asteroseismic data can be obtained. For a typical well-observed solar-like star, ∆ν and ν max can be measured with an estimated relative error of only 0.1% and 1%, respectively (see, e.g., Figure 5 of Bellinger et al. 2019) .
These relations can be analytically derived from the fact that ∆ν scales with the mean density of the star and ν max scales with the acoustic cut-off frequency (Ulrich 1986; Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995; Stello et al. 2008; Kallinger et al. 2010) . These relations are not perfectly accurate, however (e.g., Stello et al. 2009a; Belkacem et al. 2011; Gaulme et al. 2016; Themeßl et al. 2018; Ong & Basu 2019) , especially when it comes to evolved stars, which has resulted in several suggested corrections (White et al. 2011; Sharma et al. 2016; Guggenberger et al. 2016 Guggenberger et al. , 2017 .
In recent years, there has been a great push for improved determination of stellar properties-and particularly stellar ages, for which asteroseismology is uniquely capable. Besides their intrinsic interest, knowledge of the ages of stars is useful for a broad spectrum of activities in astrophysics, ranging from charting the history of the Galaxy (e.g., Miglio et al. 2013; Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016; Casagrande et al. 2016; Silva Aguirre et al. 2018; Spitoni et al. 2019) to understanding the processes of stellar and exoplanetary formation and evolution (e.g., Maeder & Mermilliod 1981; Lin et al. 1996; Bodenheimer & Lin 2002; Soderblom 2010; Winn & Fabrycky 2015; Nissen et al. 2017; Bellinger et al. 2017) . Unlike with mass and radius, there is no scaling relation for stellar age. Instead, a multitude of methods have been developed for matching asteroseismic observations of stars to theoretical models of stellar evolution (e.g., Brown et al. 1994; Pont & Eyer 2004; Stello et al. 2009b; Gai et al. 2011; Bazot et al. 2012; Metcalfe et al. 2014; Lebreton & Goupil 2014; Lundkvist et al. 2014; Silva Aguirre et al. 2015 Bellinger et al. 2016; Angelou et al. 2017; Rendle et al. 2019) , which then yields their ages.
Scaling relations are attractive resources because they can easily and immediately be applied to observations without requiring access to theoretical models. In this paper, I seek to develop such a relation to estimate the ages of main sequence stars, as well as to improve the scaling relations for estimating their mass and radius.
The strategy is as follows. It is by now well-known that the core-hydrogen abundance (and, by proxy, the age) of a main-sequence star is correlated with the average frequency spacing between radial and quadrupole oscillation modes (e.g., Christensen-Dalsgaard 1984; Aerts et al. 2010; Basu & Chaplin 2017) . This spacing is known as the small frequency separation and is denoted by δν. The diagnostic power of δν is owed to its sensitivity to the sound-speed gradient of the stellar core, which in turn is affected by the mean molecular weight, which increases monotonically over the mainsequence lifetime as a byproduct of hydrogen-helium fusion.
Here I formulate new scaling relations that make use of this spacing δν, and I also add a term for metallicity. Rather than by analytic derivation, I calibrate the exponents of this relation using 80 solar-type stars whose ages and other parameters have been previously determined through detailed fits to stellar evolution simulations. Finally, I perform crossvalidation to estimate the accuracy of the new relations.
DATA
I obtained spectroscopic and asteroseismic measurements of solar-like stars from the Kepler Ages (Silva Aguirre et al. 2015; Davies et al. 2016 ) and LEGACY (Lund et al. 2017; Silva Aguirre et al. 2017) samples. These stars were observed by the Kepler spacecraft during its nominal mission (Borucki et al. 2010) . These stars are all main-sequence or early subgiant stars with no indications of mixed modes. Their positions in the ν max -T eff plane are shown in Figure 1 . The large and small frequency separations of these stars range from 38 to 180 µHz and from 2.8 to 13 µHz, respectively.
The ages, masses, and radii of these stars are taken from Bellinger et al. (2019) as derived using the Stellar Parameters in an Instant (SPI, Bellinger et al. 2016) pipeline. The SPI method uses machine learning to rapidly compute stellar ages, masses, and radii of stars by connecting their observations to theoretical models. For the present study, I selected 80 of these stars having δν measurements with uncertainties smaller than 10% and ν max measurements with uncertainties smaller than 5%.
METHODS
Here I will detail the construction of the new scaling relations and the procedure for their calibration. The scaling relations shown in Equations 3 and 4 can be written more generically as follows. For a given quantity Y (and corresponding solar quantity Y ), Paxton et al. 2011 Paxton et al. , 2013 Paxton et al. , 2015 Paxton et al. , 2018 . The zero-age main sequence is indicated with a dashed line; stars evolve upward and to the right. The background color indicates spectral type. The position of the Sun is indicated with the solar symbol ( ).
for suitable choices of the powers P = [α, β, γ, δ, ]. Note the metallicity is first exponentiated. The uncertainties on all solar quantities are propagated except in the case of metallicity, where there is no agreed upon uncertainty (e.g., Bergemann & Serenelli 2014) . From an analysis of solar data (Davies et al. 2014 ) one can find δν = 8.957 ± 0.059 µHz.
For the solar age I use τ = 4.569 ± 0.006 Gyr (Bonanno & Fröhlich 2015) . To give a concrete example, in order to recover the classical radius scaling relation (Equation 4), i.e., Y = R, we have P = [1, −2, 0, 1/2, 0]. I now seek to find the exponents for scaling relations that best match to the literature values of radius, mass, and age. I define the goodness-of-fit χ 2 for a given vector P as
whereŶ i is the literature value of the desired quantity (e.g., age) for the ith star, Y i is the result of applying the scaling relation in Equation 5 with the given powers P, and the uncertainties σ are the measurement uncertainty ofŶ . Given this function, I use Markov chain Monte Carlo (ForemanMackey et al. 2013; Foreman-Mackey 2016) to determine the posterior distribution of P for each of Y = R, M, τ. Finally, I use the mean-shift algorithm (Fukunaga & Hostetler 1975; Pedregosa et al. 2011 ) to find the mode of the posterior distribution (see Figure 2 ). This yields the desired exponents for each scaling law. ). Since ν max and ∆ν are correlated quantities (e.g., Stello et al. 2009a) , the respective exponents for these quantities (α and β) are correlated as well. The blue lines and points indicate the mode of the posterior distribution, which are listed in Table 1 .
RESULTS
The best exponents for each of the computed scaling relations are shown in Table 1 . I fit the mass and radius scaling relations both with and without a dependence on δν. I found that its inclusion made little difference, however, so I have omitted it for those two relations. A striking feature of the new radius scaling relation is its small dependence on spectroscopic variables. To explore this further, I have additionally fit a radius scaling relation using only ∆ν and ν max , referred to as 'Seismic' in Table 1 . We shall soon see in the next section that although it is not quite as accurate as the full new radius relation, it does outperform the classical radius scaling relation, despite requiring no spectroscopic information. A notable aspect of the new mass and radius scaling relations is that their exponents are smaller in magnitude than those of the classical relations. As a consequence, the resulting uncertainties are also smaller. We may estimate the typical uncertainties of applying these relations by examining the typical uncertainties of their inputs. The median relative errors on ν max , ∆ν, δν, T eff , and exp [Fe/H] of the Kepler Ages and LEGACY stars are approximately 1%, 0.1%, 4%, 1%, and 10%, respectively (e.g., Figure 5 of Bellinger et al. 2019) . Thus, for a solar twin observed with such uncertainties, using Equation 5 with the exponents given in Table 1 yields uncertainties of 0.032 M (3.3%), 0.011 R (1.1%), and 0.56 Gyr (12%). These values are similar to those from fits to models (e.g., Figure 6 of Bellinger et al. 2019) .
BENCHMARKING
I now seek to determine the accuracy of the relations: i.e., how well do these relations actually work? The fitted values cannot simply be compared to the literature values: it would be unsurprising if they match, being that they were numerically optimized to do so. Instead, we may use crossvalidation to answer this question. The procedure is as follows. We take our same data set as before, but instead of training on the entire data set, we remove one of the stars. We then fit the relations using the other 79 stars that were not held out using the procedure described in the previous section. Finally, the newly fitted relations are tested on the held-out star. This test is then repeated for every star.
Comparisons of these cross-validated relations to literature values are shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. The classical mass and radius scaling relations are also shown, and there it can be seen that the new relations are better at reproducing the literature values. The age scaling relation is also compared to the BASTA ages (Silva Aguirre et al. 2015 Aguirre et al. , 2017 , which were fit in a different way and using a different grid of theoretical models, and have some systematic differences with the SPI ages. The age scaling relation shows a larger dispersion at older ages, which is most likely due to the input data having larger uncertainties there (see Figure 6) . White et al. (2011) sought to improve the ∆ν scaling relation by developing an analytical correction function from models. However, Sahlholdt & Silva Aguirre (2018) found that this correction actually degrades the agreement for main-sequence stars due to surface effects in the models. For comparison purposes, the White et al. (2011) radius scaling relation applied to these stars is shown in Figure 7 .
The purely seismic radius scaling relation is shown in Figure 8 . There is a systematic trend at low radius; this is likely due to not including all relevant physics. Still, it similarly outperforms the classical scaling relation, despite having no temperature dependence. It is thus a potentially useful tool for measuring stellar radii without spectroscopy.
It is interesting to try to pinpoint the underlying cause of the discrepancies in the classical scaling relations seen in Figures 3 and 4 . As mentioned, these relations come from
where ν ac is the acoustic cut-off frequency of the star, g is its surface gravity andρ is its mean density. Figure 9 compares the left and right sides for both of these relations. While the ∆ν scaling relation holds well (generally within about 1%), the ν max scaling relation has larger scatter. This coincides with other recent findings that the classical ν max scaling relation should have additional dependencies (Jiménez et al. 2015; Viani et al. 2017) . A more accurate ν max relation can easily be inferred from the values given in Table 1 . The cross-validation procedure may also be used to estimate the stability of the derived exponents. Figure 10 compares the exponents for each of the 80 fits when holding out one star each time. The exponents do not change much between the different fits, which indicates convergence.
As a final test, I have applied the new mass and radius scaling relations to the APOKASC+SDSS sample of dwarfs and sub-giant stars (Serenelli et al. 2017 ). This sample includes more evolved stars than those in the training set, with ν max and ∆ν values down to 250 and 17 µHz, respectively. Figures 11 and 12 show that the new radius, purely seismic radius, and new mass scaling solutions for these stars match the grid-based modeling results on average within 1.8%, 3.7%, and 5%, respectively. Being that the average uncertainties of these stars from modelling are 2.4% in radius and 4.2% in mass, the new relations give solutions that are of order or beneath typical uncertainties in modelling. Comparisons with the Sharma et al. (2016) scaling relations, which are calculated by interpolating in a grid of models, are shown in those figures as well. It can be seen that the new scaling relations have less scatter and smaller uncertainties.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, I formulated new scaling relations for estimating the mass, radius, and age of solar-like stars. I calibrated the free parameters of these relations using 80 well-studied stars whose ages have been previously determined from fits to theoretical stellar models. The values for the calibrated relations are listed in Table 1 . I used cross-validation to gauge the stability of the exponents of the relations, and also to assess their accuracy. The relations were found to have a typical precision that is similar to methods which make reference to a grid of theoretical models. Finally, when compared with the classical scaling relations and other proposed corrections, the new relations were found to be in better agreement with the literature values of mass and radius. For easy use, source code for these relations can be found in the Appendix.
A few points of discussion are in order. These relations have been fit to literature values of age, mass, and radius, which themselves were determined via fits to a grid of theoretical stellar models. Therefore, these relations are modeldependent. It follows that errors in the literature values may affect the accuracy of these relations. Several sources of systematic errors may exist in the theoretical models used to estimate stellar ages, such as unpropagated uncertainties in nuclear reaction rates or atmospheric abundances. When stellar models are inevitably improved, the stars should be fit again, and these relations re-calibrated.
That being said, the literature values used to calibrate these relations have been found to be in good agreement with external constraints, such as Gaia radii and luminosities, interferometry, and also with other modeling efforts which are based on different theoretical models (Bellinger et al. 2016 , 2019). A large effort was made in those works to propagate sources of uncertainty stemming from the unknown model physics inputs of diffusion, convective mixing length, and convective over-and under-shooting. One might be tempted to calibrate these relations with stellar models directly, circumventing the need to use real stars whose ages have been fit to said models. However, it must be kept in mind that theoretical values of ν max are generally computed using the scaling relation. Furthermore, theoretical calculations of the large and small frequency separation are affected by the asteroseismic surface term, giving rise to systematic discrepancies between theory and observation. The ages used here were instead determined using asteroseismic frequency ratios, which are insensitive to surface effects (Roxburgh & Vorontsov 2003; Otí Floranes et al. 2005 ), but more difficult for observers to measure. This approach allows us the convenience of using the observed large and small frequency separations and ν max .
While this paper constitutes the first effort, as far as I am aware, to develop a scaling relation for stellar age, several previous studies have sought to improve the mass and radius scaling relations. Generally the focus has been on red-giant stars, where the discrepancies are most apparent. A few approaches have been tried. White et al. (2011) and Guggenberger et al. (2016 Guggenberger et al. ( , 2017 developed analytic functions to correct for deviations in the ∆ν scaling based on stellar models. In another approach, Sharma et al. (2016) interpolated corrections based on a grid of models. Kallinger et al. (2018) developed empirical functions fitting to six red giants with orbital measurements of mass and radius.
One distinction, apart from accuracy, is that the rela- Table 1 , with zero being no difference. The middle line shows the median of the residuals, the box shows the interquartile range, and the whiskers extend to the farthest points. Note the differences in scale.
tions developed here are not arbitrary in their form; instead, they are explicit solar homology relations following Equation 1. The tests presented in this manuscript demonstrate that the relations work well within the tested ranges (i.e., on main-sequence and early sub-giant stars). Extrapolation of these relations (i.e., to late sub-giant and red-giant stars) is not recommended; the development of new scaling relations for red giants is to be explored in a future work, at which point it will be interesting to compare with the red-giant correction functions. It will also be interesting to calibrate a new age relation to such stars, as there the small frequency separation ceases to be a useful diagnostic. Sharma et al. 2016 (left, squares) and new (right, circles) scaling relations for estimating stellar radius applied to the same APOKASC sample of stars as in Figure 11 .
